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Recap: pyMAPDL and pyDPF-Post 
• In part 1 of this post, we used the open-source python modules pyMAPDL and pyDPF-Post to export 

and post-process a structural model in ANSYS Workbench
• We used the post-processing capabilities of pyDPF-Post to explore the unique (perhaps surprising) 

stress contours produced by the model
• The model was specifically built to simulate the NAFEMS challenge problem found at the following 

link (2015) : https://www.nafems.org/downloads/nbc1.pdf
• The model was constructed to produce a null stress solution along the main diangonal (along the line 

x+y=0). Using a single, linear element produced a null result over the entire element
• Using a single quadratic element produced results which depended crucially on the nature of the 

stress contour algorithm being used
• In part 2 of this article, we’d like to return to this problem and try to understand it better by 

completely solving it outside of ANSYS (not just post-processing it)

8 x 8 quadratic 
elements

single quadratic 
element (corner 
node stress 
extrapolation)

single quadratic 
element stress 
from shape 
function

https://www.nafems.org/downloads/nbc1.pdf
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Recap: The Model Setup 

• The Workbnech Project (link provided in Part 1) consists of a single linear rectangular element, a single 
quadratic rectangular element, and an 8 x 8 grid of quadratic rectangular elements

• Just as in Part 1, we’ll work in a python 
Project folder and define paths to the 
Workbench solution folder to access the 
relevant models
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Recap: The Model Problem

• The model problem consists of a plane stress square subjected to the tractions and boundary 
conditions shown

• The tractions are applied via  MAPDL script

1

2

• Fix  uy 
here

• Fix  ux 
and uy 
here
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Recap: The Model Problem

• We’re modeling the 2D square domain with a single plane stress element
• In part one, we didn’t mention anything about material properties (because we were primarily 

instrested in the stress results, and these are independent of the material in this case)
• However, in this post, we’ll be loooking at the displacement solution as well. We’re using an idealized 

material with unit modulus (1 Pa, since we’re in MKS units)
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Recap: Running the model and exporting the system equations

• We  solved the model and exported the model system 
equations for the linear rectangle with the python 
script called ‘linrect.py’ (provided in part 1)

• Although we exported the system equations, we didn’t 
use them. We will do that now.

• This function is defined in kmat.py
• This function is defined in kmat.py

• Export  a stiffness matrix called k1 
and a load vector called f1

• Specify the python working 
directory

• import kmat.py 

• Change this path to 
your location before 
execution!

file: linrect.py
import os
import sys
wpath = r"C:\Users\alex.grishin\exporting_matrices"
sys.path.append(wpath)
os.chdir(wpath)
from kmat import *

solverfilesloc = wpath + "\\plane_stress_files\\dp0\\SYS\\MECH"
dspath = solverfilesloc + "\\ds.dat"
resultpath = solverfilesloc + "\\file.rst"
mapdl = launch_mapdl(run_location=solverfilesloc,override=True)
runandsolve(mapdl,dspath)
matrix_export(mapdl,kname='k1',fname='f1')

• If you haven’t already done so, execute the lines of 
‘linrect.py’ below to export the system equations 
which we’ll need

• If you ran ‘linrect.py’ from part 1 (and retained the 
contents of the folder), you may skip this step
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• After executing ‘linrect.py’, you should have files ‘k1.mmf’ and ‘f1.mmf’ (in the solution 
folder of the linear rectangle: dp0\SYS\MECH)

• These contain the stiffness matrix and load vector, respectively for the single linear 
rectangle finite element model

• These are ascii text files using the matrix market format
• Open the files and in a text editor and take a look...

k1.mmf

f1.mmf

https://people.sc.fsu.edu/%7Ejburkardt/data/mm/mm.html
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Before continuing, we should take a moment to review the exported system equations 
to see if they make sense

• the node numbering for the linear rectangle is shown below
• This implies a common (almost universal at this point) numbering scheme for the 

degrees of freedom (DoF) shown below right

linear rectangle node numbering as 
displayed in MAPDL (with reverse 
color and wireframe options)
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linear rectangle node numbering 
and DoF mapping in ANSYS
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• One reason for the near universality of this DoF numbering scheme is its simplicity
• There is a simple relationship between the number of degrees of freedom per node and 

the node numbers, which may be expressed like so:
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𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 #,𝑛𝑛 = 𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑞𝑞, 𝑞𝑞 = 𝑞𝑞|𝑞𝑞 ∈ ℕ, 0 ≤ 𝑞𝑞 ≤ 𝑑𝑑

• This is easily verified on the linear rectangle below (verifiy that numbers in the 
highlighted column correspond to their description in the figure below right)

• where n is the DoF index number, d is the number of DoF’s per node, and q is an integer that ranges between 
0 and d inclusive
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• The DoF numbering maps each model degree of freedom (in the case of the linear rectangle, we 
have a ux and uy displacement degree of freedom at each node) to its corresponding location in the 
system equations

• That is to say: The DoF indices correspond to row and column indices in the matrix equations
• it’s worth emphasizing that the DoF numbering of the previous slide is not the only one we could 

use*, but has become increasingly popular over the years

*historically, other systems have been used (and as we’ll see in a later section, it’s not the only one used by ANSYS). In some older 
textbooks, you may find all ux degrees of freedom numbered (1 through 4), followed by all uy dgrees of freedom (5 through 8).
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• Now, we know that we fixed DoF’s 2, 
5, and 6 (fixed uy at node 2, and ux 
and uy at node 3 – see slide 4)

• This is why the exported matrix 
equations only have 5 rows
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Now, let’s read this matrix equation directly into python and solve!
• This is VERY easy to do in python. We only have to import the appropriate scipy matrix packages.
• We’ve made it easy for you. Just copy and paste the following lines of code into an active python 

editor or session (remembering to replace ‘skpath’ and ‘sfpath’ with your file paths)

import scipy.io
from scipy.sparse.linalg import spsolve
import numpy as np

#path to exported k matrix
skpath = r"D:\focus_articles\exporting_matrices\plane_stress_files\dp0\SYS\MECH\k1.mmf"
#path to exported RHS load vector
sfpath = r"D:\focus_articles\exporting_matrices\plane_stress_files\dp0\SYS\MECH\f1.mmf"

#import k into scipy csc-format sparse matrix
ksAns = scipy.io.mmread(skpath).tocsc() #convert to csc type for solution
#import f into scipy array
fsAns = scipy.io.mmread(sfpath)

solu = spsolve(ksAns,fsAns)

change this to 
your path

this line uses a sparse solver to solve the system...
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Type ‘solu’ to view the solution (or print(solu)):

• To make it a little more readable, convert the ‘solu’ (solution) array into a single column array in 
numpy by adding an axis:

• This is identical (up to all shown significant 
figures) to what we saw in Workbench

Ux

Uy
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The Single Linear Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• And now we have another way of understanding the null result of the linear rectangle model.
• Look at the imported load vector:

• The load is essentially zero because the applied tractions effectively cancel out at 
all four corners (look carefully at the loading diagram of slide 4 again to verify that 
this makes sense)!

• So far, we’ve been able to import the ANSYS system equations into python and 
solve –completely outside of ANSYS!

• However, we still don’t have a clear sense of the numerical character of this 
problem

• To help us get such a sense, we’ll repeat this process on the quadratic rectangle 
next.
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Before importing the quadratic rectangle model, let’s look at its DoF numbering
• We should also take this time to clarify a potential point of confusion and modify a statement made 

in Part 1
• As we suggested earlier, while DoF mapping schemes are almost always identical with that of slide 8, 

element node numbering differs widely!
• For quadratic rectangles, ANSYS uses the numbering scheme presented below
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quadratic rectangle node numbering 
as displayed in MAPDL (with reverse 
color and wireframe options)
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quadratic rectangle node 
numbering and DoF mapping in 
ANSYS
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• However, this node numbering scheme is far from universal
• A more common numbering scheme is used by VTK and pyVista (the two shown below right)
• We have to account for this difference when plotting Ansys results in VTK/pyVista
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quadratic rectangle node 
numbering in VTK and 
pyVista

VTK node 
mapping

these 
are the 
same

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.529.892&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Kitware/vtk-examples/gh-pages/src/Testing/Baseline/Cxx/GeometricObjects/TestIsoparametricCellsDemo.png
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• So this is a good opportunity to clarify what was meant on slide 24 of Part 1 (highlighted in yellow 
below):

• What we should have 
said is: “the 
connectivity we expect 
to see, based on the 
necessary mapping 
from Ansys-to pyVista 
is:

[0,1,2,3,4,6,7,5]”
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• With that out of the way, let’s go ahead and import the model
• We’ll repeat the steps of slide 11 –this time for the quadratic rectangle
• Again, going back to Part 1 of this post, the python code that exports the stiffness matrix and load 

vector is called ‘quadrect.py’. As before, if you still have the files created in Part 1,you can import 
them now. If not, execute quadrect.py

• Once done, you should have the files ‘k2.mmf’ and ‘f2.mmf’ (in the solution folder of the quadratic 
rectangle: dp0\SYS-1\MECH)

k2.mmf

f2.mmf
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Re-using the code on slide 11 (adjusting file names and paths appropriately), we solve the model 
again and...

• To make this a little easier to read, group the displacements into ux and uy displacements. The DoF 
numbering of  slide 9 makes this easy. Ux and Uy displacements may be immediately obtained by 
just grouping even and odd entries of the displacement results:
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• you can quickly list these column-wise

• Bottom line: they’re just not the same (we’ll get to DoF ordering in a moment)! What’s going on?

• Note that there are 7 ux 
values, and 6 uy values

• This is because we fixed two 
DoFs in the y-direction, but 
only 1 in the x-direction

• The imported matrix system 
is for the free degrees of 
freedom only

• So, we’re only comparing the 
non-fixed DoFs...

compare

compare
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• We can quickly get to the bottom of this in Workbench by turning “Solver Pivot Checking” to “Error” 
(this will force ANSYS to throw an error if it encounters an ill-conditioned matrix) and re-run the 
model

• There does apppear to be an error!

• Searching for 
“Error” in the 
Solution 
Information 
window reveals 
the problem...
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• So, what’s going on? We’ve applied the same boundary conditions as for 
the single linear rectangle AND the 8 x 8 quadratic rectangles

• This problem ONLY exists for the single quadratic rectangle
• It’s not that the boundary conditions are insufficient to prevent rigid 

body motion (they are –sort of)
• The issue here is that the symmetry (or anti-symmetry in this case) of 

the loading requires that, in order to meet what we at PADT call “the 
minimal constraint condition” (we’re only constraining 3 degrees of 
freedom), the Dirichlet boundary conditions be applied along symmetry 
axes. See the Appendix for further discussion

• ANSYS typically overcomes such problems with a sophisticated 
numerical strategy involving matrix reordering using pivoting (LU 
decomposition with pivoting)

• We could do this too in python, but we’re still not likely to get very close 
to the ANSYS result, as we don’t have access to the same extended 
precision as ANSYS

• Instead, we’ll turn on the “weak spring” functionality.
• Input a “Manual” stiffness value of 1.0e-3 N/m (in the Details view of 

“Analysis Settings”)

https://courses.engr.illinois.edu/cs357/fa2019/references/ref-7-linsys/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_precision
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• For some reason, after the addition of weak springs, ANSYS no 
longer writes the ‘full’ file (this is true in ANSYS 2021 R2, as of 
this writing)

• To overcome this (if necessary),  uncheck the ‘Distributed’ 
solution, and select “No” for “Delete Unneeded Files” in the 
Analysis Data Management section of the details view of 
Analysis Settings

• Run the model again
• Now, run ‘quadrect.py’ again (to run the model and export 

new system equations) 

import os
import sys
wpath = r"C:\Users\alex.grishin\exporting_matrices"
sys.path.append(wpath)
os.chdir(wpath)
from kmat import *

solverfilesloc = wpath + "\\plane_stress_files\\dp0\\SYS-1\\MECH"
dspath = solverfilesloc + "\\ds.dat"
resultpath = solverfilesloc + "\\file.rst"
mapdl = launch_mapdl(run_location=solverfilesloc,override=True)
runandsolve(mapdl,dspath)
matrix_export(mapdl,kname=‘k2',fname=‘f2')

file: quadrect.py
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS
• Now, re-run the code on slide 11 to read the system equations 

and solve in Python
• Compare to this new solution. The results match well!
• Recall that the .full file only stores free DoFs. So those are the 

only ones we’re showing
ux

uy
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Evaluate and Solve Without ANSYS

• Also, notice how this solution is much better than the previous one (it’s closer to the 8x8 
quadratic rectangle solution).

• quadratic 
rectangle 
with weak 
springs on

• 8x8 quadratic rectangle

• quadratic 
rectangle 
without weak 
springs
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Degree-Of-Freedom Ordering

• We now have to explain why (refer back to comments made on slide 10) the solution we 
obtained with the imported system equations is in a different order than what we show on 
slide 14

• This is because the system equations are stored in ‘solver DoFs’
• We’ll refer to the DoF ordering scheme of slides 10 -14 as ‘user DoFs’
• ANSYS internally re-orders the system equations in order to increase efficiency (reduce run-time)
• Since the system equations we’ve been using are stored in solver DoFs in the .full file, we need a 

way to map back to user DoFs
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Degree-Of-Freedom Ordering and APDL Math

• We know the mapping because that’s one of things that the ‘matrix_export’ function of 
‘kmat.py’ does for us (see Part 1)

• the ‘matrix_export’ function uses APDL Math (via pyMAPDL) to export the mapping between 
“user-ordering” (slide 14) and solver ordering

• get the user2solv sparse 
rectangular matrix

• create an array of user-order 
indices

• generate a mapping array by 
multiplying usr2solve (which 
should provide the inverse 
mapping) to the user index array

• Save the resulting mapping array 
to file ‘vmap.csv’ (comma-
delimited ascii file). We read this 
file to get the necessary mapping
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Degree-Of-Freedom Ordering and APDL Math
• Opening the file ‘vmap.csv’, this is what we see (weak springs ‘On’ on the left. No weak springs on the right)...
• The row number (index of the array) corresponds to the user-defined DoF, while the number in column A (the 

array element value) corresponds to the solver DoF

• rows 1 
through 16 
correspond to 
the quadratic 
rectangle

• Weak springs On. The 16 additional zero entries 
correspond to the fixed ends of 8 spring elements (with 
2 DoFs’ for each node)

• Zero entries in 
column A 
correspond to fixed 
degrees of freedom

• rows 17 
through 32 
coorespond 
to weak 
spring DoFs

• No weak springs
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Degree-Of-Freedom Ordering and APDL Math
• The DoF mapping file ‘vmap.csv’ can be used to re-order the solution we calculated on slide 25 to get it in the 

order we expect (user DoFs)
• Just copy and paste the Python lines below into your open Python editor or session (define the path ‘dofpath’ 

to the folder where ‘vmap.csv’ resides)

• now list the ux and uy displacement vectors column-wise like so

dofmap = np.loadtxt(dofpath).astype(int)[:16]
fixedindex = np.where(dofmap == 0)[0]
freeindex = np.where(dofmap != 0)[0]
freedof = dofmap[freeindex]-1

user_freedisp = solu[freedof]
user_disp = np.zeros(16)
user_disp[freeindex] = solu[freedof]
ux = user_disp[::2]
uy = user_disp[1::2] • group the x and y components of 

displacements

• Read in the Ansys solver/user DoF mapping
• The fixed DoFs are those with zero entries
• The free DoFs are nonzero entries

• user_freedisp is in user order
• Initialize the full user-displacement vector
• Fill the free indices with user_freedisp
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• The displacement vectors ux and uy are now conveniently in the ANSYS node order 
presented on slide 14 and 15

• This makes them easy to read and work with
• All values match to within available precision!
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• We can plot the displacement contours outside of ANSYS pretty easily
• Since we learned about PyVista in Part 1, we’ll start with that
• Just cut-and-paste the code below into your Python editor or session

import pyvista as pv
import vtk

n = np.zeros((8,3),dtype=float)
n[0] = np.array([0,1,0])
n[1] = np.array([0,0,0])
n[2] = np.array([1,0,0])
n[3] = np.array([1,1,0])
n[4] = np.array([0,0.5,0])
n[5] = np.array([0.5,0,0])
n[6] = np.array([1,0.5,0])
n[7] = np.array([0.5,1,0])

AnsOrder = np.array([0,1,2,3,4,6,7,5],dtype=int)
cells = np.array([8,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7])
quadType = np.array([vtk.VTK_QUADRATIC_QUAD])
p2rect = pv.UnstructuredGrid(cells,quadType,n)

p2rect['ux'] = ux[AnsOrder]
p2rect['uy'] = uy[AnsOrder]

plotOptions = {'notebook':False,'cpos':'xy','cmap':'rainbow','show_edges':True}
p2rect.plot(**plotOptions,scalars='ux')

• Define the 8 nodes of the 
quadratic rectangle (in VTK 
order of slide 15)

• Define the node-mapping betwen ANSYS and VTK
• Define a single quadratic element (or ‘cell’)
• Get the vtk cell type number (from vtk)
• Create the single-cell mesh (or ‘grid’)
• Insert the ux and uy vectors into the grid

• specify plot options in a 
dictionary, and plot –note that 
we’re makeing cell edges visible
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python
• The Ux and Uy plots should look like the ones below
• Returning to a point made in Part 1: These contours represent smooth color transitions between vertices 

and bounded by the triangular edges shown
• The main difference between these plots and the Workbench plots of slide 29 is the absence of a center 

vertex value (see slides 14 and 15)

ux uy
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python
• Quadratic rectangular elements have no center node
• Not only are no such values stored in the .full file, we know of no place in the ANSYS database 

where such values might be stored
• The only mechanism we’re aware of get these values is with the Workbench probe (which is 

exportable to a file)*

*Just because these values aren’t 
normally stored, and we don’t have 
nodes there, doesn’t mean they can’t 
be obtained in an FE model. its just that 
most commercial FE codes don’t have 
functionality to get solutions at 
arbitrary locations. Workbench seems 
to make an exception with quadratic 
element centroids (MAPDL does not do 
this)

ux
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python
• Using the probe, we find that the x,y displacement, u(x,y) = u(.5,.5)=(.49691,.49828)
• And, following Part 1, we can define a bi-quadratic cell type to store this information...

ninepts = np.vstack((n,np.array([0.5,0.5,0.])))
bicells = np.array([9,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8])
biquadType = np.array([vtk.VTK_BIQUADRATIC_QUAD])
p2birect = pv.UnstructuredGrid(bicells,biquadType,ninepts)
AnsOrder2 = np.array([0,1,2,3,4,6,7,5,8],dtype=int)

ux = np.append(ux,0.49691)
uy = np.append(uy,0.49828)

p2birect['ux'] = ux[AnsOrder2]
p2birect['uy'] = uy[AnsOrder2]

p2birect.plot(**plotOptions,scalars='ux’)
p2birect.plot(**plotOptions,scalars=‘uy’)

• Extend the previously defined 
eight-point array ‘n’ with the center 
vertex (‘vstack’ adds the additional 
point to the bottom of the array)

• Append the centroid displacement 
to the displacement array

ux uy
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• Ok. We want to return to Part 1’s discussion of stress plots. Even though we’ve imported the system 
equations, we can’t yet calculate stress outside of ANSYS (because we don’t have access to shape functions)

• Refer to Part 1 for a discussion of how those plots were made
• Its easy to recreate them here by just adding the stress data (from Workbench) to the grids already created
• This is done below (just copy and paste)

seq = np.array([4.5384e-3,2.0003,4.5359e-3,1.9976,
0.99879,1.0002,0.99879,1.0002,.99721])

p2rect['seq'] = seq[AnsOrder]
p2birect['seq'] = seq[AnsOrder2]
p2birect.plot(**plotOptions,scalars='seq')

• Manually define von Mises stress array from 
probe in Workbench

von Mises Stress (seq)

• We’re using the same nodal values 
as Workbench, but the plot looks 
different
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• To prove that this contour plot encodes the same information as the Workbench stress plot, we’ll use 
another tool called Matplotlib to plot the same contours over a different triangulation (but with the same 
vertices)

import matplotlib tri as tri
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

tr = np.zeros((8,3),dtype=int)
tr[0] = np.array([0,4,8])
tr[1] = np.array([0,8,7])
tr[2] = np.array([1,5,8])
tr[3] = np.array([1,8,4])
tr[4] = np.array([2,6,8])
tr[5] = np.array([2,8,5])
tr[6] = np.array([3,7,8])
tr[7] = np.array([3,8,6])

x = p2birect.points[:,0]
y = p2birect.points[:,1]

triang = tri.Triangulation(x,y,triangles=tr)
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_aspect('equal')
ax.triplot(triang, lw=0.5,color='black')
tcf = ax.tricontourf(triang,seq,cmap='rainbow',levels=9)
ax.set_title("MatPlotLib von Mises tricontouring")
ax.axis('off')
fig.colorbar(tcf)

• Define eight (8) triangles from the 
points of the bi-quadratic 
rectangle

• Get the x and y points of the bi-
quadratic rectangle

• Initialize the triangulation
• Initialize the figure and axes
• square aspect ratio
• contour configuration
• Plot title
• ‘colorbar’ = contour legend

https://matplotlib.org/
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• The code should produce the plot below
• Compare to the Workbench plot on the right
• All we did here was re-triangulate the bi-quadratic grid (same data, same vertices –different triangles. So, 

this is apparently the same triangulation that Workbench uses
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The Single Quadratic Rectangle Model. Plotting Results in Python

• One closing trick: You can re-producd the pyVista grid result in Matplotlib by changing one line (highlighted 
below):

import matplotlib tri as tri
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

tr = np.zeros((8,3),dtype=int)
tr[0] = np.array([0,4,8])
tr[1] = np.array([0,8,7])
tr[2] = np.array([1,5,8])
tr[3] = np.array([1,8,4])
tr[4] = np.array([2,6,8])
tr[5] = np.array([2,8,5])
tr[6] = np.array([3,7,8])
tr[7] = np.array([3,8,6])

x = p2birect.points[:,0]
y = p2birect.points[:,1]

triang = tri.Triangulation(x,y)
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_aspect('equal')
ax.triplot(triang, lw=0.5,color='black')
tcf = ax.tricontourf(triang,seq,cmap='rainbow',levels=9)
ax.set_title("MatPlotLib von Mises tricontouring")
ax.axis('off')
fig.colorbar(tcf)

• change this line to omit the triangles 
(and use the default triangulation for 
the points)

• At this point, we can confidently answer a question we posed in Part 
1. Is one of these contour plots ‘better’ (closer to the exact solution)?

• The answer is “No”. They both encode the same information at the 
same resolution –just with a different triangulation
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Final Notes

• Although we’ve covered a lot of ground in Parts 1 and 2, we’ve hopefully helped readers better understand 
some the issues raised by the NAFEMS challenge problem

• If we’ve done nothing else here, I hope its clear that these issues can be quite complex –not confined to 
structural mechanics, FEA theory, or computer science, but spanning all these

• As we saw in Part 1, the single rectangular finite element approximates a solution which has a null stress along 
a diagonal line x+y=0. The fact that the linear rectangle captures the correct stress at the centroid is a fluke –an 
accident of the fact that all traction load contributions cancel! This is truly a null  solution (zero everywhere for 
all quantities of interest).

• The quadratic rectangle, while begining to approximate the exact solution elsewhere, gives a very poor 
estimate of the centroid stress (in fact, it appears to be the average of the min and max stress overall). One 
reason for the poor performance of the single quadratic rectangle is that it is incapable of resolving the anti-
symmetry condition (see the Appendix for a better single-element approximation)

• Readers should now be able to read ANSYS system equations stored in the .full file, and solve them using the 
algebraic solvers available in Python (we’ve provided code in Part 1 to help)

• They should also have a clearer idea how finite element contour plots are rendered. Historically, this was done 
by using the simplest triangulation of element corner nodes ONLY (see Part 1, slide 31). But increasingly, 
higher-order triangulations are being used to add resolution. But as we’ve seen, this seems to introduce 
ambiguity
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Appendix

• Any time a body’s natural boundary conditions (forces, tractions, pressures) are in static equlibrium, a line or 
surface of symmetry is implied. The sum of forces on one side of the surface are equal and opposite those of 
the other. This line of symmetry in our case is along the diagonal x+y=0. We’ll call a new coordinate system 
with axes parallel and orthogonal to this (x’,y’).

• Since the body is also symmetric about this line, we can split the body along this line and apply  Dirichlet 
boundary conditions along its axes without changing the body’s strain response

• The minimal constraint condition is shown by the green arrows below right (fixing  2 DoF’s along x’, and one in 
y’)

x

y
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Appendix

• The boundary conditions we’re going to apply are known to FE analysts as anti-symmetric (x’ is fixed along 
anti-symmetry line x+y=0). We only require a single DoF along y’ to complete the constraint condition

• Our claim is: There is no set of boundary conditions with fewer DoF’s that results in static equibrium, and that 
this set of boundary conditions yields the same material response (strain) as the original body (with only pure 
natural boundary conditions)

• If we’re right about this, the model should NOT be ill-conditioned (i.e. it should execute fine in Workbench 
without the need for weak springs)!

• And we should see the same results as before!

• Unfortunately, Workbench’s approach to constraining 
nodal DoFs in a particular direction doesn’t seem to 
work. We hve to script this in as well
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Appendix

• For comparison, we use a single quadratic triangle to compare to the single quadratic rectangle
• Our hunch is quickly confirmed!
• The solution runs fine without weak springs and with Solver Pivot Checking set to “Error”!
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Appendix

• As a final, added bonus, the single quadratic triangle produces the EXACT stress solution!*

von Mises 
Stress: Single 
quadratic 
triangle

von Mises 
Stress: 8 x 8 
quadratic 
rectangles

*Unfortunately, the specific guidelines of the original Challenge Problem forbid this solution (can’t use triangles)
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